Inducible Epithelial Resistance against Coronavirus Pneumonia in Mice

To the Editor:

Global coronavirus (CoV) disease (COVID-19) diagnoses have eclipsed 18 million, with nearly 700,000 deaths (1). Beyond optimized supportive and ventilatory care for acute respiratory distress syndrome (2), no targeted therapies have been shown to improve patient survival (3). Although numerous antiviral agents are under active investigation, only remdesivir has improved clinically meaningful outcomes, resulting in an urgent need for alternate interventions.

Investigating means to manipulate innate lung defenses to protect against infectious pneumonias, our group has identified lung epithelial cells as potent effectors of therapeutically inducible antimicrobial responses. Once regarded as inert airflow conduits or passive gas-exchange filters, the airway and alveolar epithelia supplement lung defenses by undergoing profound structural and functional changes upon encountering pathogens (4). In addition to conferring a physical barrier, these cells modulate lung leukocyte responses and release microbicidal molecules, including antimicrobial polypeptides and reactive oxygen species (5, 6).

Harnessing this defensive capacity, we found that stimulation of lung epithelial cells promotes pathogen killing and host survival. This inducible epithelial resistance develops within hours and extends to bacteria, fungi, and, notably, viruses, including influenza A and parainfluenza viruses (7–9). We have shown that these inducible epithelial responses protect against antibiotic-resistant organisms and bioterror pathogens, and we have hypothesized that such pathogen-agnostic mechanisms would similarly protect against emerging infections (10).

CoVs are enveloped positive-sense RNA viruses with characteristic surface spikes and large genomes (11). Severe acute respiratory syndrome CoV 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the seventh CoV known to infect humans, with SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome CoV (MERS-CoV) also capable of causing severe disease (12) in immunocompetent individuals. These three CoVs share substantial sequence homology, and both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 enter the cell via binding of their spike glycoprotein to human angiotensin converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) (13).

Given the hypothesis that inducible epithelial resistance could protect against emerging infections, we tested whether our lead compound, PUL-042, could protect against the other highly pathogenic CoVs even before the first report of COVID-19. PUL-042 is a combination therapeutic composed of the TLR2/6 ligand Pam2CSK4 (4 µM) and the TLR9 ligand ODN M362 (1 µM). Wild-type BALB/c mice and hDPP4 transgenic mice (14) were intranasally challenged with five times the median lethal dose of mouse-adapted SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV, respectively, 24 hours after intranasal instillation of PBS (sham) or PUL-042. As shown in Figure 1, a single PUL-042 treatment significantly improved survival of otherwise lethal SARS-CoV infection and significantly reduced the lung MERS-CoV burden 3 days after challenge, congruent with our prior work demonstrating a consistent correlation between survival advantage and reduced pathogen burden. Of note, the relationship between host survival and pathogen burden in respiratory viral infections can be very steep, with a 1.6-fold increase in the viral load resulting in a decrease in mouse survival from 80% to 20% in one model (15).

Considerable attention has been paid recently to attenuating the host response in COVID-19, with an intent to improve patient survival by reducing immunopathology. Here, we show an example of how inducing early, effective, proinflammatory responses can protect against pathogenic CoV pneumonia. The similarity of the pathogenic CoVs, together with our demonstrations of protection against other respiratory viruses, suggest this approach can also protect against SARS-CoV-2. As such, PUL-042 is under investigation in two U.S. Food and Drug Administration–approved randomized multicenter clinical trials to reduce pneumonia severity and mortality in patients with early COVID-19 (NCT 04312997) or in COVID-19–exposed healthcare workers and personal contacts (NCT 04313023).

The urgent, ongoing need to test interventions against SARS-CoV-2 precludes our immediate ability to do additional studies of SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV; thus, these results must be interpreted in view of this limitation. Nonetheless, these data suggest this host-focused strategy can be used in patients with suspected COVID-19 without requiring delays for confirmatory testing, as it is well tolerated by humans (NCT 02124278) and has broad activity against other infectious agents. Although it is suspected that a second pandemic wave may arise concurrently with seasonal influenza, a patient with a virus-like illness can be preemptively treated with PUL-042 with the expectation that she or he will appreciate a benefit, whether the syndrome results from SARS-CoV-2, influenza A, both viruses, or another pathogen. CoVs possess the capacity to jump species boundaries, making it highly likely that more pathogenic CoVs will emerge. However, this same strategy of manipulating lung epithelial responses can be anticipated to also protect against future emergent viruses. ■
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Figure 1. PUL-042 treatment induces resistance against CoV pneumonia. (A) Survival of mice challenged with SARS-CoV. N = 20 mice/group. (B) Lung viral burden of mice 3 days after challenge with MERS-CoV. N = 5 mice/group. *P < 0.00001 versus sham treated. **P < 0.0001 versus sham treated. CoV = coronavirus; MERS-CoV = Middle East respiratory syndrome CoV; PFU = plaque-forming unit; SARS-CoV = severe acute respiratory syndrome CoV.
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COVID-19: Clean up on IL-6

To the Editor:

The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) represents the latest threat to global health security, and the pressure to identify effective therapeutics during this pandemic is immense. This stress has led to the use of unproven therapies with greater than minimal risk. One example is the use of IL-6 receptor antagonists. After an early report of a "cytokine storm" in patients with coronavirus disease (COVID-19), there is increased interest in anti–IL-6 therapy as a treatment option, with ill-defined criteria for use (1).
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